
Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

The cascaded PID that has already been implemented carry out the job with reasonable 
accuracy that cannot be achieved by manually. It has been proved without dispute that 
automatic control is more accurate than the human control. 

Now more than three months has passed and no complain on the reliability or any 
incompatibility with the prevailing system has been reported. 

The PID system as it was predicted gave the expected solution to the problem of board 
splitting due to high or low moisture. The expected saving as it was estimated is around six 
million rupees. The important thing gained after the implementation of this fully automatic 
system is the ability to maintain the consistency of the plant. The consistency gives time to 
identify other minor problems of the plant which cannot be monitored with inconsistent 
situations. This has smoothed the production process and considerably improved the 
quality of the product. The most serious quality issue comes when a split board has reached 
the customer without been detected by the quality controller. If the split is in the mid of the 
board how can the quality controller check it. If we do not have a scanner, the middle area 
splitting can hardly be detected. This has brought a very bad reputation and now the 
Merbok has got rid of it. 

The addition of resin quantity for a unit production has been fixed after the smooth control 
of moisture and could save millions of money wasted for additional resin usage. The resin 
usage for the production has to be increased always to stop the splitting problem by 
increasing the bond in between fibers of the board. The additional bond is totally 
unnecessary because it is beyond the specification of the product. We cannot sell the boards 
to a higher price by telling that we have used additional resin inside them. In fiber board 
industry resins only second to the wood when consider the cost of raw materials. So saving 
resin by smooth control of moisture is one of the biggest achievements and it could fix the 
resin usage to a value of around 90kg / ln r from a value of around 120kg/lm3 . 

The overall improvement of the production and the whole process of fiber board 
manufacturing, after the automatic control of fiber moisture content, cannot be easily 
measured and it is always something more than that can be measured. It has made the life 
of both refiner and press operators easy due to the abandonment of a time wasting and 
irritating job they have done on removing the reject boards from the production line. 
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The second multistage controller will be coupled to the PID and hope that it will control the 
moisture level under situations where the cascaded PID cannot achieve it. 

The multistage controller has to be implemented in a processor that can handle enough 
analog inputs and outputs and can perform all mathematical functions derived at the 
modeling. The same PLC used for the PID system can be used for this controller and if 
there are no additional I/Os available, new I/O cards can be inserted to the same rack 
available or to an expansion rack. 
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